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Evolution of the Hemagglutinin Protein of the New Pandemic H1N1
Influenza Virus: Maintaining Optimal Receptor Binding by
Compensatory Substitutions

Robert P. de Vries,a,b Erik de Vries,a Carles Martínez-Romero,c,d Ryan McBride,b Frank J. van Kuppeveld,a Peter J. M. Rottier,a

Adolfo García-Sastre,c,d,e James C. Paulson,b Cornelis A. M. de Haana

Virology Division, Department of Infectious Diseases and Immunology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht University, Utrecht, the Netherlandsa; Departments of Cell
and Molecular Biology and Chemical Physiology, The Scripps Research Institute, San Diego, California, USAb; Department of Microbiology, Icahn School of Medicine
Mount Sinai, New York, New York, USAc; Global Health and Emerging Pathogens Institute, Icahn School of Medicine Mount Sinai, New York, New York, USAd; Department
of Medicine, Division of Infectious Diseases, Icahn School of Medicine Mount Sinai, New York, New York, USAe

Pandemic influenza A H1N1 (pH1N1) virus emerged in 2009. In the subsequent 4 years, it acquired several genetic changes in its
hemagglutinin (HA). Mutations may be expected while virus is adapting to the human host or upon evasion from adaptive im-
mune responses. However, pH1N1 has not displayed any major antigenic changes so far. We examined the effect of the amino
acid substitutions found to be most frequently occurring in the pH1N1 HA protein before 1 April 2012 on the receptor-binding
properties of the virus by using recombinant soluble HA trimers. Two changes (S186P and S188T) were shown to increase the
receptor-binding avidity of HA, whereas two others (A137T and A200T) decreased binding avidity. Construction of an HA pro-
tein tree revealed the worldwide emergence of several HA variants during the past few influenza seasons. Strikingly, two major
variants harbor combinations of substitutions (S186P/A137T and S188T/A200T, respectively) with opposite individual effects on
binding. Stepwise reconstruction of the HA proteins of these variants demonstrated that the mutations that increase receptor-
binding avidity are compensated for by the acquisition of subsequent mutations. The combination of these substitutions re-
stored the receptor-binding properties (avidity and specificity) of these HA variants to those of the parental virus. The results
strongly suggest that the HA of pH1N1 was already optimally adapted to the human host upon its emergence in April 2009.
Moreover, these results are in agreement with a recent model for antigenic drift, in which influenza A virus mutants with high
and low receptor-binding avidity alternate.

The spread of new animal influenza A viruses (IAVs) in the
human population requires specific adaptations in several vi-

ral proteins. Clearly, the hemagglutinin (HA) receptor-binding
and fusion protein needs to adapt to the new sialic acid (SIA)
receptor repertoire present on epithelial cells in the human upper
airway (1–3). However, optimal adaptation does not simply trans-
late into the HA protein acquiring high-avidity binding to human
receptors. Strong binding by HA of decoy receptors, for example,
receptors present on soluble proteins in the mucus, is probably
detrimental for virus replication. Also, efficient release of newly
assembled viral particles requires a delicate balance between bind-
ing of HA to host cell receptors and neuraminidase (NA)-medi-
ated cleavage of this interaction (4–6).

The emergence of the new pandemic H1N1 (pH1N1) virus (7,
8) in 2009 has resulted in the accumulation of sequences of large
numbers of pH1N1 virus isolates over a number of consecutive
influenza seasons. Thus, for the first time in history, the evolution
of a newly emerged IAV spreading in the human population can
be followed in great detail. Apart from the possible selection of
adaptive changes in HA that result in optimized receptor-binding
properties, HA is also under selective pressure by the host immune
response. IAV can escape from antibody recognition by the accu-
mulation of amino acid substitutions in the antigenic sites of HA,
a process called “antigenic drift” (9), yet testing of thousands of
viral isolates did not reveal any considerable changes in the anti-
genic properties of pH1N1 viruses up to 2012 (10). A systematic
analysis of the evolution of the receptor-binding properties of
pH1N1 viruses has not yet been performed.

Evidence linking the IAV antigenic drift with changes in HA
receptor-binding avidity has recently been presented (11).
Whereas single amino acid substitutions are not expected to pro-
vide sufficient antigenic change to allow escape from a polyclonal
antiserum directed against multiple antigenic epitopes, single
amino acid changes can lead to changes in the receptor-binding
avidity of the HA protein. As a result of the increased receptor-
binding avidity, the neutralizing capacity of immune serum is re-
duced. Although such mutations in HA are proposed to be se-
lected mainly due to their effect on receptor-binding avidity, they
may also slightly affect the antigenic properties of HA, as the re-
ceptor-binding site (RBS) partly overlaps the antigenic sites. In
naive individuals, however, the increased binding avidity of HA
may reduce viral fitness, for instance, by decreased release of newly
assembled virions or by enhanced binding to decoy receptors. As a
result, subsequent compensatory mutations that reduce binding
avidity but also further modify antigenic epitopes on HA are se-
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lected. Thus, Yewdell and coworkers have proposed a model for
antigenic drift in which influenza A virus mutants with high and
low receptor-binding avidity alternate (11).

Here we analyzed all pH1N1 HA sequences deposited in the
NCBI influenza virus database before 1 October 2012 and tested
the effect of the most frequently occurring amino acid substitu-
tions on HA receptor binding. To this end, recombinant soluble
trimeric HA proteins were produced and analyzed using solid-
phase binding and hemagglutination assays, as well as glycan array
analysis (12–14). The expression of recombinant soluble HA pro-
teins allows the rapid production of HAs encoded by primary
isolates and circumvents the need for producing and culturing
complete viruses that may incorporate additional changes during
propagation in eggs or MDCK cells. In addition to analyzing the
effect of single amino acid substitutions, we also identified and
tested combinations of substitutions that frequently cosegregate
on specific branches of an HA protein tree, especially during the
latest flu seasons. Remarkably, single amino acid substitutions dis-
playing opposite effects on binding (increased binding by S186P
and S188T, decreased binding by A137T and A200T) occurred in
combinations (S186P or S188T together with A137T or A200T,
respectively) that had no net effect on binding. Thus, in the first 3
years of pH1N1 evolution, mutations in HA that increase HA
receptor-binding avidity, followed by the selection of compensa-
tory mutations that restore binding to the original levels, have
been selected. The results strongly suggest that the HA of pH1N1
was already optimally adapted to the human host upon its emer-
gence in April 2009. Furthermore, our results are in agreement
with the model of Hensley and coworkers (11), in which transient
increases in binding avidity precede antigenic variation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genes, expression vectors, protein expression, and purification.
Codon-optimized HA-encoding cDNA of A/California/07/2009 (Cal07)
H1N1 (GenScript) was cloned into the pCD5 expression vector as de-
scribed previously (13, 15). The resulting expression vector encodes an
HA protein containing a heterologous signal peptide, a C-terminal tri-
merization domain (GCN4), and a streptavidin tag (Streptag-II) and lack-
ing the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains. All mutant H1 proteins
were created by site-directed mutagenesis with a QuikChange site-di-
rected mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, CA). The HA proteins were expressed
in HEK293S GnT1(�) cells, purified from the cell culture supernatants
using streptavidin beads, and quantified as described previously (13, 15).

Viruses. A wild-type recombinant virus of strain A/California/04/
2009 (Cal04) and an HA substitution mutant (Cal04 T200A) (16) were
grown in MDCKII cells in Opti-MEM/GlutaMAX (Gibco) medium con-
taining 2% bovine serum albumin and 1 �g/ml trypsin-TPCK (tosylsul-
fonyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone) (Sigma-Aldrich). Viruses were
inoculated at a multiplicity of infection of 0.01 and harvested after 48 h in
four independent batches. Viral particles were quantified by a quantitative
reverse transcription-PCR (qPCR) using primers specific for the NP seg-
ment, as described previously (17). Briefly, viral RNA was extracted in
triplicate for each virus batch using a viral RNA extraction kit (Qiagen).
qPCR was performed on 2-fold dilution series of the viral RNA prepara-
tions.

HA receptor-binding assays. Hemagglutination assays were per-
formed with 0.5% human erythrocytes. Hemagglutination assays were
performed with HAs precomplexed with mouse monoclonal antibodies
against the streptavidin tag and a second polyclonal goat anti-mouse an-
tiserum as described previously (13, 15) or with recombinant virus. Two-
fold dilutions of precomplexed HA, starting at a concentration of 100
�g/ml HA, were tested in 96-well format. The number of particles present
in three independently grown stocks of each of the two recombinant vi-

ruses was determined by quantitative PCR as described previously (17).
Hemagglutination titers were determined using 1.25-fold dilutions start-
ing with equal amounts of particles. A solid-phase HA-binding assay us-
ing fetuin as a ligand and antibody-complexed HA was also performed as
described previously (13, 15). HA binding was detected by reading the
optical density at 450 nm. Different concentrations of HA were analyzed
in the fetuin-binding assay. The data point shown (at 40 �g/ml HA) cor-
responds to the linear part of the curve.

Glycan array analyses. Microarrays were printed as described previ-
ously (12). The glycan array analysis of the HA proteins was performed as
previously described (13). Briefly, 200 �g/ml recombinant HA was pre-
complexed with a horseradish peroxidase-linked anti-streptavidin tag an-
tibody and an Alexa Fluor 488 antimouse antibody (4:2:1 molar ratio) for
30 min at 0°C, prior to incubation for 90 min on the microarray slide
under a microscope cover glass in a humidified chamber at room temper-
ature. After repeated washes with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with
0.05% Tween, PBS, and deionized water, the slides were immediately
subjected to imaging.

Phylogenetic analysis. All 7,132 available full-length pH1N1 HA pro-
tein sequences were downloaded from the NCBI influenza virus database
(18) on 1 October 2012 and used for analysis. All sequences from pH1N1
viruses isolated in seasons IV to VI (349 sequences, after identical se-
quences were removed) and 200 sequences from selected isolates from
seasons I, II, and III each (excluding identical sequences) were aligned and
a phylogenetic tree was constructed using the neighbor-joining algorithm
in the Unipro UGENE package (19). Aided by the alignment, amino acid
substitutions were mapped to branch points in the tree. Terminal
branches were grouped into 82 clusters, and amino acid substitutions
leading to the earliest branch point of a cluster were considered to define
the signature sequence for that cluster. An alignment of all 7,132 se-
quences was subsequently used to manually assign each individual se-
quence to 1 of the 82 clusters on the basis of the presence of the signature
sequence. A list of GenBank accession numbers of all sequences included
in each cluster is provided in Table S1 in the supplemental material. For
each cluster, a single sequence with no further amino acid substitutions in
addition to the signature sequence was selected for the construction of the
phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 3 (the tree was constructed by use of the
neighbor-joining algorithm in the UGENE package).

Modeling. The three-dimensional crystal structure of the HA head
domain (20) of strain A/California/04/2009 (Protein Data Bank accession
number 3UBN) in binary complex with an �2-6-linked trisaccharide
[NeuAca(2-6)-Gal�(1-4)-GlcNAc] was used for analysis of the potential
effects of introduction of amino acid substitutions at positions 186/137 or
188/200. The SWISS-MODEL program (21) was used to predict the struc-
tures of mutants with the T200A (see Fig. 7A and C), S188T (see Fig. 7B),
and T200A/S186P/A137T (see Fig. 7D) substitutions. Subsequent energy
minimizations were not necessary, as inspection of the modeled structure
by GROMOS software revealed no unfavorable energy interactions. None
of the predicted structures displayed considerable changes in the average
position of the C-� backbone residues when superpositioned on the orig-
inal structure of the protein with Protein Data Bank accession number
3UBE (the root mean square deviation of superpositioned C-� backbone
residues surrounding the receptor-binding site was less than 0.2 Å). Struc-
tures were analyzed for the detection of lost or newly formed hydrogen
bonds using the Swiss-PdbViewer application (21), as indicated in Fig. 7.

RESULTS
Receptor binding of HA proteins with single substitutions. In
order to get insight into the amino acid substitutions in the
pH1N1 HA protein after the introduction of this virus into the
human population, all 7,132 full-length HA protein sequences
available from the NCBI influenza virus database on 1 October
2012 were aligned and amino acid substitutions were counted.
Figure 1 displays the most frequently observed substitutions per
half-year flu season (season I was from 1 April 2009 to 30 Septem-
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ber 2009; the data for seasons IV to VI were grouped together
because of the small number of sequences available from seasons
V and VI; no sequences from viruses isolated after 1 April 2012
were available). Fifteen substitutions (relative to the sequence of
the A/California/07/2009 [Cal07] reference strain) occurred at a
frequency of �5% in the last three flu seasons (seasons IV to VI).
The effects on receptor binding of six frequently occurring substi-
tutions in the globular head of HA, which were already frequently
detected during season III (D100N, A137T, S186P, S188T, A200T,

and S206T), were studied by using a recombinant protein ap-
proach in the background of HA from Cal07 (13). The receptor-
binding properties of the recombinant soluble HA trimers ex-
pressed in HEK293S GnTI(�) cells were examined by analyzing
their ability to bind the glycoprotein fetuin, which carries three
sialylated N-linked glycans, in a solid-phase enzyme-linked im-
munosorbent assay. In addition, the HA proteins were analyzed
for their ability to agglutinate human erythrocytes (Fig. 2). In
agreement with previous results (13), most HA proteins displayed

FIG 1 Sequence variation in the HA protein of pH1N1. Amino acid substitutions at every position of HA of pH1N1 (using all 7,132 HA sequences) were counted
per half-year flu season (season I, 1 April 2009 to 30 September 2009, etc.). The most frequent substitutions were plotted (y axis, percent occurrence) for each
season. The data for seasons IV to VI were grouped together because of the low number of sequences available for seasons V and VI. The locations of the signal
peptide (SP), HA stem, and HA head domains are indicated at the bottom (the drawing is not to scale). The most frequent mutations in the head domain of HA
in season III that still prevailed in seasons IV to VI are shaded in black.

FIG 2 Receptor-binding avidity of HA proteins with single amino acid substitutions. The effect of the most frequently occurring amino acid substitutions on the
binding avidity of soluble HA trimers of pH1N1 was determined by solid-phase binding assay (40 �g/ml HA on fetuin) (OD450, optical density at 450 nm) (A)
and hemagglutination (human erythrocytes) (B). HA from strain A/California/07/2009 (Cal07) was used as the template for the introduction of the substitutions
indicated on the x axis. (C) The effect of a single amino acid substitution (T200A) on the binding avidity of virus particles was determined by hemagglutination
using strain A/California/04/2009 (Cal04) and a recombinant virus of this strain carrying substitution T200A in HA. Equal numbers of viral particles were used
on the basis of quantification by quantitative PCR. The average result of four experiments (each performed in triplicate) with independently grown viral stocks
is shown. The hemagglutination of the two viruses was significantly different (P � 0.05) (B). Error bars show standard deviations.
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relatively low fetuin binding and hemagglutination titers, which
were nevertheless well above background levels. Substitution
S206T, which was already very prevalent during the first flu season
(74% of isolates in season I; 99.4% in seasons IV to VI; Fig. 1), did
not affect HA receptor binding. As all other substitutions occurred
in the background of the S206T substitution (Fig. 1; described in
Fig. 3 below), the effect of the other substitutions was tested in this
background. Substitutions S186P and S188T increased fetuin
binding, whereas only S186P gave rise to increased hemagglutina-
tion activity. In contrast, substitutions A137T and A200T led to
decreased fetuin binding and hemagglutination, whereas D100N
had no effect on HA receptor binding. As an additional reference,
the receptor binding of the HA protein of A/California/04/2009
(Cal04) (13), which differs from Cal07 only at position 200
(A200T), is also shown in Fig. 2. Again, the A200T substitution
negatively affected receptor binding (compare Cal07 and Cal04 in
Fig. 2), while receptor binding was not affected by the identity of
the residue at position 206 (compare Cal07 S206T/A200T and
Cal04 in Fig. 2). Also, when several other substitutions described
above were analyzed in the background of S206, very similar re-
sults were obtained (data not shown).

Using reverse genetics, we next determined whether the rela-
tively small differences in receptor binding detected with the sol-
uble HA trimers would also be observed if hemagglutination was
carried out with viruses containing the same mutation. Similar to
the findings for HA trimers carrying the A200T substitution,
which were invariably 2-fold less efficient in hemagglutination, a
pH1N1 virus containing substitution A200T was also found to be
significantly less efficient in hemagglutination (1.6-fold, P � 0.05;
Fig. 2B). Thus, small differences in receptor-binding avidity de-
tected by using recombinant soluble HA trimers can also be ob-
served when hemagglutination is performed with virus particles.

Phylogenetic analysis of pH1N1. A phylogenetic tree of
pH1N1 HA was constructed in order to determine the evolution-
ary pathways along which the substitutions described above have
been introduced into the virus population. Previously, phyloge-
netic analysis of pH1N1 detected only limited variation in the HA
protein in the first 2 seasons (22). In later studies, which were
mostly restricted to analysis of sets of sequences obtained from a
specific country or region, segregation into specific clades was
described (23–28). To avoid the effects of sampling bias in time
and place, a consensus phylogenetic tree of the HA protein was
constructed on the basis of all 7,132 sequences. Individual se-
quences were grouped into clusters on the basis of signature se-
quences determined for each cluster. Substitutions defining the
signature sequences were mapped to branch points in the HA
phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3). The number of sequences in each clus-
ter was determined, and the relative frequency at which a cluster
was identified in a flu season was plotted (Fig. 4). The major clus-
ters present in season III (indicated in red in Fig. 3) and seasons IV
to VI (indicated in blue in Fig. 3) formed four clades (clades A to
D) in the phylogenetic tree. Amino acid substitution A200T
(which decreased binding avidity) was selected several times along
different branches (as was the case for several other substitutions,
e.g., E377K). A200T was already detected in one of the first isolates
recovered in 2009 (reference strain A/California/04/2009) but be-
came dominant (present in 52% of all virus isolates obtained after
30 September 2010) only after its introduction along another
branch in flu season III (clade B in Fig. 3). Interestingly, the phy-
logenetic analysis shows that A200T was obtained by clade B vi-

ruses after the acquisition of substitution S188T, which was shown
to enhance avidity, as described above. Other viruses in clade B
obtained the D100N rather than the A200T substitution after hav-
ing gained S188T. Also in clade A, substitutions which had oppo-
site effects on receptor-binding avidity (S186P and A137T) were
found to cosegregate. However, for clade A viruses, too few se-
quences were available to unequivocally determine the temporal
order of their acquisition.

Receptor binding of mutant HA proteins with multiple sub-
stitutions. To evaluate the development of HA receptor-binding
characteristics along the evolutionary branches present in clades A
and B, mutations were sequentially introduced into the HA head
domain putatively involved in receptor binding (indicated in red
in Fig. 3). Analysis of the receptor-binding avidity of the resulting
recombinant proteins (Fig. 5) shows that the dramatic increase in
binding avidity caused by substitution S186P (clade A) was coun-
teracted by substitution A137T. A similar result was observed for
clade B. The increased receptor binding caused by a single amino
acid substitution (S188T) was followed by subsequent substitu-
tions (A200T or D100N) that reduced HA receptor binding to
values similar to (D100N) or slightly lower than (A200T) those
observed for pH1N1 strain Cal07. The strain in the branch in clade
A containing substitutions S188T/A200T subsequently acquired
an additional substitution (S146G) which restored hemagglutina-
tion to the level of that for the pH1N1 Cal07 strain.

Glycan array analysis. The results presented above demon-
strate that amino acid substitutions that are introduced along the
branches of clade B and, possibly, clade A lead to a temporary
increase in binding avidity, followed by the acquisition of com-
pensatory mutations that restore binding to the original levels.
Slight differences in the magnitude of the effects were observed
when the results of hemagglutination and the solid-phase binding
assay were compared. Whereas fetuin is known to carry three N-
linked glycans, erythrocytes have a much more complex glycosy-
lation pattern. To determine to what extent the substitutions in
clades A and B affect receptor specificity, we made use of an ex-
tended version of the custom glycan array previously described
(20). Several poly-LacNAc glycans were added to this extended
version, as these specific structures have been shown to be prefer-
entially bound by human and swine H1 hemagglutinins (13, 29,
30). Trimeric HAs of pH1N1 strain Cal07 bound efficiently only
to poly-LacNAc structures terminated by a 2-6-linked sialic acid
(Fig. 6, blue bars). The addition of substitution S206T (Cal07
S206T) had little effect, except for allowing some binding to two
O-linked glycans to be gained (Fig. 6, yellow bars). In contrast,
introduction of substitution S186P (Cal07 S206T/S186P, clade A)
or S188T (Cal07 S206T/S188T, clade B), which resulted in in-
creased fetuin binding and/or hemagglutination titers, largely ex-
panded the set of glycans that could be bound (Fig. 6, green bars).
The HA protein carrying the S206T and S186P substitutions ap-
peared to be an especially efficient binder of short single-LacNAc-
containing glycans, although this protein also efficiently bound to
short O-linked glycans. In complete agreement with the results
obtained by hemagglutination and fetuin-binding assays, the ad-
dition of successive substitutions (Cal07 S206T/S188T/A200T/
S146G and Cal07 S206T/S186P/A137T) restored the glycan bind-
ing profile (Fig. 6, red bars) to the pattern that was observed with
the initial pH1N1 Cal07 strain (Fig. 6, blue bars). We conclude
that binding specificity, similar to binding avidity, is only tempo-
rarily altered by amino acid substitutions due to the rapid acqui-
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sition of compensatory substitutions which restore binding to the
levels and in the patterns already observed for the first isolates of
2009.

NA coevolution. It has been reported that IAV neuraminidase
activity and receptor binding by HA require a delicate balance for
optimal replication (4–6). Thus, changes in one of these proteins
may induce or be the consequence of changes in the other protein.
Of the 7,132 HA sequences that we analyzed, 4,864 were matched
by a full-length NA sequence and were screened for the presence of

coevolutionary patterns between HA and NA in clades A and B
(Table 1). HA of clade B was associated with NA substitutions
N44S, V241I, and N396K. Substitutions V241I and N396K were
tightly linked to the introduction of substitution S188T in HA
(cluster 4.7). Ninety-two percent of the sequences in cluster 4.7
and up to 100% of the sequences in clusters that evolved from
cluster 4.7 were associated with V241I/N396K in NA, whereas this
combination was rarely found in any other cluster. The introduc-
tion of A200T in HA clade A (cluster 3.2) was tightly associated

FIG 3 Phylogenetic tree based on HA of pH1N1. A phylogenetic tree (obtained by neighbor joining) was constructed using full-length viral HA sequences
(GenBank accession numbers are listed in Table S2 in the supplemental material) identical to the signature sequence of the cluster (see Materials and Methods)
to which it belongs. Cluster numbers describe three properties. The first number (1 to 4) indicates the flu season (seasons I, II, III, and IV to VI, respectively) in
which the cluster was the most prominent (as a percentage of the total number of sequences in a season). The decimal number ranks the clusters in order of size.
The clusters dominant in season III (given a prefix of 3) and seasons IV to VI (given a prefix of 4) are colored red and blue, respectively. The number after the
underscore indicates the number of sequences present in a cluster (all 7,132 sequences were assigned to a cluster). Substitutions defining the branches are
indicated. The substitutions for the Cal04 and Cal07 reference strains are indicated in red and were analyzed for their effect on receptor binding.
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(92%) with the introduction of substitution N44S in NA. Clusters
evolving from cluster 3.2 were up to 100% associated with N44S/
V241I/N396K in NA. This combination of mutations in NA was
found only 5 times outside clade A (possibly as a consequence of
reassortment with clade A viruses). Clade A was 100% associated

with substitution V394I in NA. This substitution was not strongly
associated with any other cluster.

Modeling of substitutions in the pH1N1 structure. Substitu-
tion pairs S188T/A200T and S186P/A137T were modeled into the
crystal structure of pH1N1 (strain Cal04) in complex with the

FIG 4 Distribution of HA pH1N1 clusters per flu season. Results for clusters that contained more than 5% of the total number of sequences in any of the seasons
are plotted (the y axis indicates the percentage of sequences in a cluster relative to the total number of sequences in a season; e.g., cluster 1.1 harbors 47% of the
total number of sequences in season I [green bar], 31% of the sequences in season II [red bar], but only 2% of the sequences in season III [yellow bar]). Clusters
are sorted by cluster number on the x axis (numbering is according to that used for the phylogenetic tree and is explained in the legend to Fig. 3). Clusters
belonging to clade A or B (Fig. 3) are indicated.

FIG 5 Receptor-binding avidity of HA proteins of clades A and B with multiple amino acid substitutions. The effect of amino acid substitutions consecutively
occurring during the evolution of clades A (A, C) and B (B, D) on the binding avidity of soluble HA trimers of pH1N1 was determined by a solid-phase binding
assay (40 �g/ml HA on fetuin) (A, B) and hemagglutination (human erythrocytes) (C, D). HA from strain A/California/07/2009 (Cal07) was used as the template
for the introduction of the substitutions indicated on the x axis.
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trisaccharide NeuAca(2-6)-Gal�(1-4)-GlcNAc (20). In Fig. 7, the
130 loop, 190 helix, and 220 loop which make up the RBS are
shown. Residues 188 and 200, substitution of which caused en-
hanced (S188T) or decreased (A200T) binding avidity, are located
at the surface of HA on the backside of the 190 � helix that is
involved in receptor binding. Residue 190D in the helix forms a
hydrogen bond with the GlcNAc of the sialylated ligand and is
crucial for the recognition of �2-6-linked sialic acid-containing
receptors. The side chain and backbone hydroxyl groups of resi-
due S188 form a hydrogen network (including a water molecule)
with the backbone of residues 189A and 190D (Fig. 7A). Addition

of a solvent-exposed hydrophobic methyl group caused by substi-
tution S188T (Fig. 7B) likely affects this hydrogen network and
presumably caused the observed increase in binding avidity. Sub-
stitution A200T (Fig. 7B) resulted in the creation of a hydrogen
bond between the hydroxyl group in the side chain of 200T and
the amino group in the side chain of 191Q. We conclude that
changing the interactions with the 190 � helix at opposing sides of
crucial residue 190D keeps the interactions with the sialoside re-
ceptor in balance. Residues 186 and 137 are located directly in the
receptor-binding site. Serine 186 interacts via a hydrogen bond
network (including water molecules) with the sialic acid moiety

FIG 6 Receptor-binding specificity of HA proteins of clades A and B with multiple amino acid substitutions. Precomplexed HA trimers were applied to a
custom-made glycan array. The effect of amino acid substitutions that were introduced into wild-type (Cal07) HA in a stepwise reconstruction of clades A and
B was examined. The structures of glycans (arranged in separate panels for N-linked glycans, O-linked glycans, and single-chain glycans attached by an ethyl
linker to the array) that were bound (relative fluorescence units are indicated on the y axes) are shown below the panels. Binding was strictly specific for glycans
carrying �2-6-linked sialic acids (indicated by purple diamonds in the glycan structure) attached to a �1-4-linked galactose (yellow circles). Blue squares,
N-acetylglucosamine; yellow squares, N-acetylgalactosamine; green circles, mannose.

TABLE 1 Coevolution of substitution patterns in HA and NA

Clustera Substitution(s) in HA
No. of sequences
in each cluster

No. (%) of sequences with the indicated mutation
in NA

N44S V241I N396K

3.8 S454N 14 1 (7) 4 (29) 3 (21)
4.15 S454N, E377K 7 0 (0) 1 (14) 2 (29)
4.7 S454N, E377K, S188T 39 2 (5) 36 (92) 37 (95)
4.2 S454N, E377K, S188T, D100N 77 0 (0) 74 (96) 75 (97)
3.2 S454N, E377K, S188T, A200T 55 49 (92) 50 (94) 51 (96)
4.9 S454N, E377K, S188T, A200T, I463T 19 19 (100) 19 (100) 19 (100)
4.1 S454N, E377K, S188T, A200T, S146G 86 82 (95) 84 (98) 84 (98)
4.5 S454N, E377K, S188T, A200T, S146G, L-7M 33 33 (100) 32 (97) 33
4.1 S454N, E377K, S188T, A200T, S146G, N263D 12 12 (100) 12 (100) 12 (100)
a The cluster number corresponds to the clusters shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
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and the 220 loop (Fig. 7C). Substitution S186P disrupted this net-
work completely (Fig. 7D). Substitution A137T led to the forma-
tion of a hydrogen bond between the side chain hydroxyl group of
137T with the sialic acid moiety. We conclude that the absence and
the presence of direct interactions with the sialic acid moiety
maintain receptor binding by the S186P/A137T mutant HA pro-
tein at a level comparable to that of the first pH1N1 isolates in
2009.

DISCUSSION

The zoonotic transfer of IAV from swine to human led to the new
H1N1 pandemic in April 2009. This offered an excellent opportu-
nity to follow the early evolution of the viral HA protein in its new
host. Two selective forces are expected to drive the evolution of
this protein: optimizing HA binding to the new receptor reper-
toire and escaping from adaptive immune responses. Phyloge-
netic analysis of the HA protein (Fig. 3) showed that several clades
have become prominent during the latest flu seasons. Making use
of recombinant soluble HA trimers, we analyzed the cumulative

effects of consecutive single amino acid substitutions in the HA
head domain during the evolution of two of the major clades.
Remarkably, for both clades, a transient increase in binding avid-
ity with a broadening of receptor specificity was observed. This
was rapidly followed by the accumulation of fully compensatory
substitutions that restored the binding avidity and specificity to
the initial levels.

We identified several substitutions in the HA protein of
pH1N1 that affected binding of recombinant soluble HA trimers
to sialosides. Modeling of the mutations in a structure model of
pH1N1 HA showed that changes in receptor binding are likely
explained by the effect of these mutations on hydrogen bond for-
mation either with the 190 helix or with the sialylated glycan di-
rectly. Importantly, mutations in HA that affected receptor bind-
ing, as detected with the recombinant protein approach, were also
shown to affect receptor binding in the context of complete virus
particles (13, 16; this study). Several of the substitutions that af-
fected receptor binding in vitro were shown by others to affect the

FIG 7 Structural model of the amino acid substitutions in clade A and B HA proteins. The two pairs of amino acid substitutions that were shown to compensate
for the effects on HA binding of each other are circled in red (panels A and B show clade B mutations S188T/A200T; panels C and D show clade A mutations) in
the wild type (A, C) and double-substitution mutants (B, D). The receptor trisaccharide NeuAca(2-6)-Gal�(1-4)-GlcNAc is colored in purple (SIA), yellow
(Gal), and blue (GlcNAc). The three structural elements that interact with the receptor are indicated in ribbon presentation (white, 130 and 220 loops; purple,
190 helix). Important backbone and side chain structures are also displayed. Two water molecules involved in a hydrogen bond network (green dotted lines)
between residue S186, the 220 loop, and the sialic acid are indicated in red. Substitution S186P disrupts this network by clashes (red dotted lines in panel D)
between the hydrophobic proline backbone and both water molecules. Substitution A137T leads to the formation of a new hydrogen bond between the threonine
side chain hydroxyl group and the sialic acid. Remarkably, formation of this new bond decreases binding avidity, whereas the disruption of the water-supported
network by S186P increases binding.
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pathogenicity or transmission of pH1N1 viruses in animal models
(16, 31), demonstrating that changes in receptor binding identi-
fied with our recombinant protein approach are of biological sig-
nificance in vivo, but the specific impact on viral phenotypes of the
HA substitutions studied here, with the exception of A200T, re-
mains to be determined.

The rapid accumulation of mutations that compensate for the
increase in receptor-binding avidity caused by preceding muta-
tions suggests that the binding properties of the HA of the earliest
isolates of pH1N1 were already optimal for infection of the human
host and have likely evolved as such in the swine host. NeuAca2-6
polylactosamine-containing glycans are the receptors that are the
most efficiently bound by pH1N1 HA. Glycan analysis of primary
swine respiratory epithelial cells (29) and the human respiratory
tract (3) has shown that these glycans are abundantly present in
both hosts. Optimal adaptation of HA binding to human recep-
tors in the swine host is therefore plausible. In a previous study, we
showed that two mutations in HA of pH1N1 (strain Cal04), in-
cluding T200A, that result in enhanced binding (13) also decrease
transmission in a ferret model (16). Decreased transmission may
explain the selection of compensatory mutations that restore the
binding properties of HA to their original values.

The optimal receptor-binding properties of a particular HA in
a specific host are also determined by the specific activity of the
accompanying NA protein. pH1N1 resulted from reassortment
between a triple-reassortant swine H1N1 virus (contributing HA)
and a Eurasian H1N1 swine virus (contributing NA) (32, 33). The
resulting combination of an HA exhibiting low avidity for glycan
receptors and weak NA enzymatic activity was shown to provide
the functional balance between HA and NA required for efficient
replication and transmission of pH1N1 in humans (6). In agree-
ment with the notion that the receptor-binding properties of HA
need to be balanced by the enzymatic activity of the NA protein to
achieve optimal replication and transmission, our analysis indi-
cates the presence of coevolutionary patterns of substitutions in
the HA and NA proteins of pH1N1. Future studies will be needed
to evaluate whether the NA substitutions coselected with specific
HAs are associated with changes in the specific activity of NA.

Why are mutations that increase receptor binding selected if
they are rapidly followed by compensatory mutations that de-
crease receptor binding again? Our observation may be explained
by the model of Hensley et al. (11). In this model, on the basis of
results obtained with alternating passages of IAV in immune and
naive mice, IAV initially escapes from neutralizing antibody pres-
sure by the selection of mutations that enhance binding avidity.
Single amino acid substitutions usually induce only very limited
antigenic change in HA, and their selection is therefore not readily
driven by a polyclonal antibody response. However, mutations
that enhance receptor-binding avidity may improve escape from a
polyclonal antibody response and therefore lead to their selection
in an increasingly immune population. Mutations that restore
binding properties are subsequently selected in naive individuals.
The accumulation of mutations affecting receptor binding ulti-
mately leads to a more extensive antigenic change due to the over-
lap of antigenic sites and the receptor-binding site. In agreement
with this model, we have revealed multiple occurrences of muta-
tion pairs (S188T/T200A, S188T/D100N, and, possibly, S186P/
A137T) that increase and subsequently decrease the receptor-
binding avidity of HA during the early evolution of pH1N1. Only
a single event of a sequential increase and a subsequent decrease of

binding avidity was detected along each branch, and thus, exten-
sive antigenic change is not yet expected. Indeed, an extensive
study of the antigenic properties of a large set of pH1N1 viruses
isolated from March to August 2011 (season V) revealed only
small antigenic differences compared to the original Cal07 virus
(10). Furthermore, these differences could not be attributed to
any specific branch of an evolutionary tree of the season V viruses,
which corresponded well to the phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 3.

The evolution of HA appears to be driven by a complex inter-
play between HA, NA, host cell receptors, and innate and adaptive
immune responses. This complex interplay collectively deter-
mines the pathogenicity and transmission of IAV and the ability of
the virus to maintain itself in or to gain access to a certain host
population. In the current genomics era, it will be of interest to
link the enormous amounts of genomics data on IAVs to the phe-
notypic properties of the viral proteins in order to gain new in-
sights into the evolution of these pathogens and to be able to better
predict their biological properties.
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